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Abstract The hydrogen storage capacity of C3Ti and C3Ti
+

complex was studied using second order Møller-Plesset
(MP2) and density functional theory (DFT) methods with
different exchange and correlation functionals. Four and
five H2 molecules can be adsorbed on C3Ti and C3Ti

+

complex respectively at all the levels of theory used. This
corresponds to the gravimetric H2 uptake capacity of 8.77
and 10.73 wt % for the former and the latter respectively.
The nature of interactions between different molecules in
H2 adsorbed complexes is also studied using many-body
analysis approach. In the case of C3Ti(4H2) complex, total
five-body interactions is negligible whereas for C3Ti

+(5H2)
relaxation energy is negligible. All the many-body energies
have significant contribution to the binding energy of a
respective complex. Atom-centered density matrix propa-
gation molecular dynamics simulations were carried out
using different methods to confirm whether H2 molecules
remain adsorbed on C3Ti and C3Ti

+ complex at room
temperature. Adsorption Gibbs free energies show that four
and five H2 molecule adsorption on C3Ti and C3Ti

+ at room
temperature is energetically favorable and unfavorable
respectively using MP2 as well as DFT methods used here.
H2 adsorption is thermodynamically favorable over a wide
range of temperature on the C3Ti than C3Ti

+complex.
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Introduction

Hydrogen is a clean, abundant, non-toxic and renewable
energy source. It has many advantages over fossil fuels and
has an important application as an energy carrier in the
automobile sector. Present natural energy sources in this
sector are not only limited in their supply but also one of
the factors causing global warming. To make hydrogen
energy a perfect replacement for natural energy sources we
need to overcome the problem of hydrogen storage [1, 2]. It
is difficult to store hydrogen in gaseous and liquid form at
ambient conditions. For commercialization of hydrogen
energy, hydrogen storage at ambient thermodynamic con-
ditions is essential. The materials capable of storing
hydrogen with high gravimetric and volumetric density,
operating under ambient thermodynamic conditions and
exhibiting fast hydrogen adsorption-desorption kinetics are
essential for the vehicular applications.

In recent years, several studies have been carried out to
predict the hydrogen storage capacity of various materials.
It includes the organic materials as well as metal- organic
frameworks. Carbon based materials are considered because
of their low molecular weight, high surface area and good
mechanical properties. Transition metal atom decorated
carbon nanostructures have attracted numerous attention for
their hydrogen storing ability which includes nanotubes
[3–13], buckyballs [14, 15], organometallic compounds
[16, 17], metcars [18, 19] and polyacetylene [20] etc. Ti-
decorated systems have attracted attention due to the
unique Ti-H2 interactions. It is possible that hydrogen
adsorption on transition metal may affect the bond
between transition metal and the base material. Hence, it
is important to look at different structures where transition
metal atom remains tightly bound to the system after H2

adsorption. It would be interesting to study the hydrogen
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adsorption properties of such Ti-C nanostructures. Hydrogen
adsorption properties of such highly symmetric molecules
like Ti8C12 and Ti13C14 have been studied earlier [18, 19].
The rational behind selecting early transition metal atoms in
transition metal decorated complexes is that they have less
than half filled d shell which interacts with the antibonding
orbital of H2 molecule and as a consequence the H2 bond
gets slightly elongated after adsorption [21]. This results in
molecular H2 adsorption with adsorption energies lying
between physisorption and chemisorption which is essential
for the fast adsorption-desorption kinetics. Thus early
transition metal containing complexes are more likely to be
suitable as a host for hydrogen storage. An experimental
study revealed that the ethylene-Ti complex can bind five
H2 molecules and clustering can also be avoided by
making certain thickness of this complex in few nano-
meters [22]. This encourages us to study different
materials which contains early transition metals specifi-
cally titanium.

In this paper, we have studied the structural and
hydrogen adsorption properties of C3Ti and C3Ti

+ complex
since such small molecules are basis of larger molecular
assemblies. To date there are no detailed theoretical and
experimental findings reported on C3Ti in regard with
hydrogen storage. Wang et. al. have reported vibrationally
resolved photoelectron spectra of TiCx clusters for x=2–5
[23] hence existence of such molecule is not questionable.
In order to compare the results from the electron density
based method viz. density functional theory (DFT) with
those from the wave function based method, results from
second order Møller-Plesset (MP2) method are included.
The interaction of C3Ti and C3Ti

+ with H2 molecules is
studied here. MP2 and DFT method with different
exchange and correlation functionals are employed for the
calibration of hydrogen adsorption energies. As generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) and hybrid-DFT cannot
consider the Van der Waals interaction between H2

molecule and the base material for hydrogen storage
therefore MP2 and B97D methods are also included in this
study [24]. Kinetic stability of the C3Ti and C3Ti

+ is studied
by means of the gap between highest occupied molecular
orbital and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (HOMO-
LUMO). Atom-centered density matrix propagation
(ADMP) molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are also
carried out at different levels for the accurate demonstration
of hydrogen adsorption phenomenon. The isolated C3Ti
structure used here for hydrogen storage is lower in energy
than the linear C3Ti structure. Wang et al. suggested a ring
type structure for C3Ti in their interpretation which is
confirmed by our study [23]. This paper is composed as
follows: Computational details are given in the next section
followed by the section Results and Discussion. Conclusions
are drawn in the final segment.

Computational details

The geometries of C3Ti(nH2) (n=1–4) and C3Ti
+(nH2)

(n=1–5) are optimized using MP2 [25] method. Becke’s
three parameter hybrid functional combined with the Lee,
Yang, and Parr correlation (B3LYP) functional, the 1996
and 1997 gradient-corrected correlation functional of
Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE) and a pure standalone
functional constructed with a long range dispersion
correction of Grimme (B97D) are also used for the
geometry optimization [26–31]. An all-electron DGauss
double-zeta valence polarization (DGDZVP) basis set has
been used. The MD simulations were carried out using
ADMP [32]. The time step (Δt) of the ADMP-MD was set
at 0.2 fs, and temperature was maintained using the
velocity scaling method during the MD simulations. All
calculations were performed using the Gaussian 03 suite
of programs [33]. The geometry optimization and MD
simulations carried out using B97D were performed using
the Gaussian 09 suite of programs [34]. Many-body
analysis technique has been used to obtain various
interaction energies in a complex and to study the nature
of interactions between H2 molecule and C3Ti/C3Ti

+

cluster and that between H2 molecules within a complex
[35–38]. The basis set superposition error (BSSE) corrected
total energy was obtained by the method suggested by Valiron
and Mayer [39].

Results and discussion

First we optimized the geometries of C3Ti(4H2) and
C3Ti

+(5H2) using MP2 and different DFT method. Maxi-
mum four H2 molecules can be adsorbed on C3Ti whereas
five on C3Ti

+ at all the levels used here. This shows the
gravimetric H2 uptake capacity of 8.77 and 10.73 wt% for
C3Ti and C3Ti

+, respectively. The ionization has enhanced

Fig. 1 Optimized geometry of C3Ti(4H2) complex using MP2 method
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the hydrogen uptake capacity of C3Ti complex by about
2 wt %. The first H2 molecule was adsorbed nondissocia-
tively on C3Ti using DFT methods whereas it was adsorbed
in dihydride form using the MP2 method. All the methods
used here have produced identical final geometry of C3Ti
(4H2) as shown in Fig. 1. The distance between H2

molecules and Ti in C3Ti(4H2) is in the range of 1.96–
1.99, 1.95–1.98, 1.93–1.95 and 1.92–1.94, 1.95–1.98 Å
using MP2, B3LYP, PBE0, PBE and B97D methods
respectively. The bond length between the carbon atoms
to which Ti is attached gets shortened when the maximum
numbers of H2 molecules are adsorbed on it using DFT
methods whereas for the MP2 method the opposite is true.
No large change in the C-C length is observed after the
adsorption of H2 molecules on the C3Ti complex using
B97D method. On the other hand, the C-Ti bond is
shortened (elongated) by MP2 (DFT) method than that in
isolated C3Ti complex. Unlike C3Ti(4H2), C3Ti

+(5H2) does
not have the same final optimized geometry obtained using
different methods. The geometries of C3Ti

+(5H2) are shown
in Fig. 2. The Ti-H2 distance in C3Ti

+(5H2) is in the range

of 2.26-2.43, 2.03-2.44, 2.09-2.21 and 2.11-3.36 Å at MP2,
B3LYP, PBE0 and PBE level, respectively. This indicates
that the H2 molecules bound strongly to C3Ti than C3Ti

+

and lie at a longer distance in C3Ti
+(5H2) than those in C3Ti

(4H2) complex. The H-H distances in C3Ti(4H2) are
slightly longer than that for the isolated H2 molecule
whereas in C3Ti

+(5H2) those are very close to the H-H
equilibrium distance.

The HOMO-LUMO gap for the C3Ti(nH2) (n=1–4) and
C3Ti

+(nH2) (n=1–5) complexes with successive addition of
H2 molecules is shown in Fig. 3. If the HOMO-LUMO gap
of a complex is higher it indicates that the further reactivity
of that complex is lower. The HOMO-LUMO gap for the
H2 adsorbed C3Ti complex is larger than that for the
isolated C3Ti structure indicating more kinetic stability of
C3Ti(4H2) complex. C3Ti(nH2) structures are kinetically
more stable than the C3Ti

+(nH2) for all n since at all level
the gap predicted for the C3Ti

+(nH2) is lower than that for
the C3Ti(nH2) complex. The HOMO-LUMO gap predicted
by all the DFT methods increase gradually when successive
H2 molecules are added to the C3Ti complex. As can be

Fig. 3 Energy gap between
highest occupied and lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital for
(a) C3Ti(4H2) (n=1–4) and (b)
C3Ti

+(5H2) (n=1–5) complexes
with successive addition of H2

molecule. (Color online)

Fig. 2 Optimized geometries of C3Ti
+(5H2) complexes using (a) MP2 (b) B3LYP (c) PBE0 (d) PBE (e) B97D method
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seen from Fig. 3a, a rise in the gap for n=1 is observed and
then it decreases for n=2 and remains nearly constant
afterward for the MP2 method. It is due to the fact that, in
C3Ti(1H2) complex the H2 molecule is adsorbed by
chemisorption and hence for further reactivity a barrier of
somewhat more energy is to be crossed. The gap predicted
by the B97D method when successive H2 molecules are
added to the C3Ti complex is almost equal to that obtained
by using the GGA method. There is no rising trend
observed when the H2 molecules are added to the C3Ti

+

complex for all methods except GGA because the forma-
tion of most of the complexes is endothermic and hence
thermodynamically unstable. The thermodynamic stability
of these complexes is discussed latter in the text.

Vibrational modes for C3Ti(4H2) and C3Ti
+(5H2) com-

plexes are represented in Table 1. There are no imaginary
frequencies to C3Ti(4H2) as well as C3Ti

+(5H2) complexes
indicating that both the structures are quantum mechanically
stable. The modes given in Table 1 viz. Ti-H2 symmetric/
asymmetric and H-H stretching are the only high intensity
modes observed in these complexes.

The adsorption energies for the C3Ti(nH2) (n=1–4) and
C3Ti

+(nH2) (n=1–5) at different levels of theories are
represented in Table 2. The adsorption energy per H2

molecule without Gibbs free energy correction is calculated
for each structure as

ΔE ¼ E C3M½ � þ E nH2½ � � E C3M nH2ð Þ½ �f g=n; ð1Þ

where E[X] is the total energy of X and M represents either
Ti or Ti+.

The adsorption energy obtained is higher for GGA
functional > hybrid DFT functional > MP2 for C3Ti and
C3Ti

+. This shows the dependence of adsorption energy on
the computational level used. It is generally observed that
GGA functional predicts higher adsorption energy than the
hybrid DFT functionals. Also in hybrid DFT functional,
PBE0 gives larger adsorption energies than the B3LYP as
former contains 25 % Hartree Fock (HF) contribution
where as latter 20 %. More the HF contribution the
higher the adsorption energy. This is normally considered
as an effect of exchange and correlation functional on the
adsorption energy. Effect of exchange and correlation
functional on adsorption energy was also reported earlier
[40, 41]. The adsorption energy per H2 molecule with
Gibbs free energy correction (ΔEG) is calculated as concise

ΔEG ¼ EG C3M½ � þ EG nH2½ � � EG C3M nH2ð Þ½ �f g=n; ð2Þ

Table 2 Calculated adsorption
energies per H2 molecule with
zero point energy correction
(ΔE) and adsorption Gibbs free
energy (in parenthesis) in eV
at 298.15 K for C3Ti(nH2)
(n=1–4) and C3Ti

+(nH2)
(n=1–5) complex using
different levels of theories

Complex ΔE (ΔEG)

MP2 B3LYP PBE0 PBE B97D

C3Ti(1H2) 1.26 (0.99) 0.62 (0.34) 0.72 (0.45) 0.55 (0.26) 0.48(0.19)

C3Ti
+(1H2) 0.13 (−0.09) 0.24 (−0.01) 0.27 (0.05) 0.33 (0.09) 0.23(−0.02)

C3Ti(2H2) 0.45 (0.17) 0.43 (0.15) 0.60( 0.31) 0.63 (0.34) 0.42(0.12)

C3Ti
+(2H2) 0.13 (−0.10) 0.21 (−0.04) 0.25 (0.02) 0.31 (0.07) 0.23(−0.02)

C3Ti(3H2) 0.38 (0.09) 0.43 (0.15) 0.51 (0.23) 0.55 (0.26) 0.37(0.08)

C3Ti
+(3H2) −0.10 (−0.35) 0.22 (−0.04) 0.25 (−0.01) 0.31 (0.04) 0.26(−0.01)

C3Ti(4H2) 0.35 (0.05) 0.39 (0.10) 0.48 (0.18) 0.51 (0.22) 0.34(0.05)

C3Ti
+(4H2) 0.11 (−0.14) 0.21 (−0.06) 0.25 (−0.02) 0.30 (0.03) 0.25(−0.02)

C3Ti
+(5H2) −0.03 (−0.28) 0.10 (−0.18) 0.21 (−0.06) 0.25 (−0.01) 0.21(−0.06)

Table 1 Selected vibrational
modes (in cm−1) of C3Ti(4H2)
and C3Ti

+(5H2) complexes
using different methods with
DGDZVP basis set. The values
in the paranthesis are for
C3Ti

+(5H2) complex

Assignments Ti-H2 stretch (symmetric) Ti-H2 stretch (asymmetric) H-H stretch

MP2 677/719/847/909 1303/1321/1391/1442 3235/3346/3465/3561

(353/454/415/433/476) (551/631/632/710/715) (4355/4377/4378/4386)

B3LYP (352/576/653/654/712) (530/1011/1035/1073/1108) (3825/3849/3938/3964/4334)

672/750/792/854 1236/1264/1314/1368 3276/3367/3484/3557

PBE0 707/794/856/906/919 1316/1345/1386/1437 3148/3245/3340/3425

(523/569/588/598/646) (777/855/860/909/933) (4082/4088/4139/4149/4152)

PBE 704/805/851/900/928 1308/1345/1387/1435 2900/3009/3122/3212

(591/595/610/626) (856/870/909/911) (3926/3929/3983/3993/4229)

B97D 762/767/859/825 1185/1216/1319/1375 3129/3233/3369/3450

(342/387/409/422/465) (687/735/737/744) (4117/4129/4133/4144/4330)
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where EG[X] stands for the energy of X with Gibbs free
energy correction.

The ΔEG values are positive for C3Ti(nH2) (n=1–4)
using all the methods used here which indicate that the
adsorption of four H2 molecules on C3Ti is exothermic at
room temperature. The higher ΔE value of 1.26 eV for the
C3Ti(1H2) complex is because of the adsorption of H2

molecule in dihydirde from. Other than this, the DFT
calculated adsorption energies are not much off from the
MP2 values. For C3Ti

+(nH2) (n=1–5), H2 adsorption is

endothermic using B3LYP, B97D and MP2 method for all
n. The H2 adsorption is exothermic and endothermic for
n=1–2 and n=3–5 respectively for C3Ti

+(nH2) at PBE0
level. Using PBE method, adsorption of H2 molecule on
C3Ti

+ is energetically favorable for n=1–4 whereas it is
unfavorable for n=5.

In Table 3 BSSE corrected many-body energies are
represented at B3LYP/DGDZVP level. The contribution
from the relaxation energy and many-body energies viz.
two-, three-, four-, five- and six-body to the binding energy

Table 3 BSSE corrected many-body interaction energies, total many-body energies and binding energy for C3Ti(4H2) and C3Ti
+(5H2) complex

at B3LYP/DGDZVP level

Interaction energy term Energy(kcal/mol) Interaction energy term Energy(kcal/mol)

C3Ti(4H2) C3Ti
+(5H2) C3Ti(4H2) C3Ti

+(5H2)

Two-body

OM-H1 −18.23 −6.00 H2-H4-H5 —— −0.13
OM-H2 −15.19 −4.27 H3-H4-H5 —— −0.05
OM-H3 −18.23 3.63 Four-body

OM-H4 −15.19 2.93 OM-H1-H2-H3 −1.15 19.74

OM-H5 —— 3.65 OM-H1-H2-H4 −1.66 14.73

H1-H2 1.19 0.29 OM-H1-H2-H5 —— 2.16

H1-H3 0.01 0.56 OM-H1-H3-H4 −1.15 10.05

H1-H4 1.19 0.05 OM-H1-H3-H5 —— 5.34

H1-H5 —— 0.56 OM-H1-H4-H5 —— 2.42

H2-H3 1.19 0.89 OM-H2-H3-H4 −1.66 19.43

H2-H4 0.10 0.29 OM-H2-H3-H5 —— 9.13

H2-H5 —— 0.84 OM-H2-H4-H5 —— −1.06
H3-H4 1.19 0.57 OM-H3-H4-H5 —— 5.0

H3-H5 —— 0.06 H1-H2-H3-H4 0.23 0.02

H4-H5 —— 0.56 H1-H2-H3-H5 —— 0.04

Three-body H1-H2-H4-H5 —— 0.02

OM-H1-H2 −0.004 −2.02 H1-H3-H4-H5 —— 0.06

OM-H1-H3 6.34 −10.18 H2-H3-H4-H5 —— 0.04

OM-H1-H4 −0.004 −5.19 Five-body

OM-H1-H5 —— −1.67 OM-H1-H2-H3-H4 −0.85 −29.70
OM-H2-H3 −0.003 −7.79 OM-H1-H2-H3-H5 —— −14.98
OM-H2-H4 6.71 −10.94 OM-H1-H2-H4-H5 —— −0.82
OM-H2-H5 —— 1.42 OM-H1-H3-H4-H5 —— −1.63
OM-H3-H4 −0.004 −9.87 OM-H2-H3-H4-H5 —— −3.45
OM-H3-H5 —— −8.60 H1-H2-H3-H4-H5 —— −0.01
OM-H4-H5 —— −10.60 Six-body

H1-H2-H3 −0.15 −0.13 OM-H1-H2-H3-H4-H5 —— −3.05
H1-H2-H4 −0.14 −0.02 ERelaxation 4.44 0.69

H1-H2-H5 —— −0.13 Total two-body −61.87 4.64

H1-H3-H4 −0.15 −0.05 Total three-body 12.45 −66.24
H1-H3-H5 —— −0.05 Total four-body −5.39 87.15

H1-H4-H5 —— −0.05 Total five-body −0.85 −50.59
H2-H3-H4 −0.14 −0.13 Total six-body —— −3.05
H2-H3-H5 —— −0.06 B.E. −51.21 −27.40
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of C3Ti(4H2) and C3Ti
+(5H2) complexes can be clearly

seen from Table 3. In Table 3, OM represents the
organometallic complex either C3Ti or C3Ti

+ and Hi
represents the ith hydrogen molecule in a H2 adsorbed
complex. In C3Ti(4H2) complex, all OM-Hi interactions are
attractive in nature whereas all Hi-Hj (i≠ j) interactions are
repulsive. The three-, four- and five-body interactions are
attractive except the OM-H1-H3 and OM-H2-H4 interac-
tions in C3Ti(4H2) complex. The nature of total two-, four-
and five-body interactions is attractive whereas the total
three-body interaction is repulsive for this complex. The
major contribution to the binding energy of C3Ti(4H2)
complex is from the total two-body interaction. In
C3Ti

+(5H2), all the two-body interactions are repulsive
except the OM-H1 and OM-H2 interactions which are of
attractive nature. All the three-, five- and six-body
interactions are attractive. Among the 15 four-body
interactions only OM-H2-H4-H5 interaction is attractive.
Total three-body and total five-body energies have major
contribution to the binding energy of C3Ti

+(5H2) complex.
The binding energy calculated using many-body analysis
technique for C3Ti(4H2) and C3Ti

+(5H2) complex is −51.21
and −27.40 kcal mol−1 respectively whereas it is −51.27
and −27.42 kcal mol−1 calculated using the supramolecular
approach. For both the complexes, many-body energies for
those interaction terms containing only H2 molecules are
negligible as compared to those containing organometallic
complex as one of the many-body terms. This indicates that
in this case the BSSE is very small.

The trend observed for the Mulliken and natural atomic
charge on Ti/Ti+ in C3Ti/C3Ti

+ is MP2>B3LYP>PBE0>
PBE. These charges decrease with successive addition of
H2 molecules on C3Ti as well as C3Ti

+ for all the levels.
More the negative Mulliken charge on Ti, higher is the H2

adsorption energy. Most of the negative charge is localized
on the carbon atoms to which Ti/Ti+ atom is attached
whereas most of the positive charge is localized on Ti/Ti+

atom in C3Ti(4H2)/ C3Ti
+(5H2). When maximum numbers

of H2 molecules are adsorbed on C3Ti/C3Ti
+ positive

charge from Ti and negative charge from C is transferred
to the H2 molecules. The natural charge on carbon atoms is
more negative at MP2>B3LYP>PBE0>PBE method. The
positive charge on Ti in C3Ti and C3Ti

+ is responsible for
the binding of H2 molecules. The interaction between
transition metal (TM) and H2 molecule has already been
explained which is well known as Kubas interaction [42,
43]. It explains the forward donation of the bonding
electron of H2 to partially filled d orbital of TM and back
donation from TM to antibonding orbital of H2.

We have also studied the effect of temperature on ΔEG

to obtain the temperature range for which ‘n’ hydrogen
molecule adsorption is energetically favorable on C3Ti and
C3Ti

+ for all the levels of theories and is shown in Fig. 4.
As can be seen from Fig. 4 the adsorption of four H2

molecules on C3Ti is thermodynamically possible below
temperatures 344, 380, 446, 473, 349 K with MP2, B3LYP,
PBE0, PBE and B97D calculations, respectively. In the
case of C3Ti

+, the adsorption of five H2 molecules is not
thermodynamically possible at room temperature for all the
levels used here. The adsorption of five H2 molecules is not
energetically favorable unless the temperature is very low
using the MP2 method. The adsorption of five H2

molecules on C3Ti
+ is favorable below 130, 280, 243 and

235 K on C3Ti
+ using B3LYP, PBE, PBE0 and B97D

methods, respectively. The ΔEG values calculated using
pure functional B97D nearly overlap with the MP2 and
PBE0 values for C3Ti(4H2) and C3Ti

+(5H2) complex
respectively.

ADMP-MD simulations are carried out to study the H2

adsorption phenomenon on C3Ti and C3Ti
+ at room

temperature. The trajectories of time evolution of distance
between center of mass of H2 molecules and Ti denoted by
RH2 in C3Ti(4H2) and C3Ti

+(5H2) complexes are examined
using hybrid DFT (B3LYP), GGA (PBE), B97D and MP2
methods. The outcome of MD simulation differs from each
other using different methods. The trajectories of RH2 using

Fig. 4 Temperature dependence
of averaged H2 adsorption Gibbs
free energy for (a) C3Ti(4H2)
and (b) C3Ti

+(5H2) complexes.
(Color online)
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B3LYP method at T=300 K are shown in Fig. 5a. We
found that four H2 molecules remain adsorbed on C3Ti
within 3 ps. The RH2 of four H2 molecules oscillate around
2 Å within 3 ps. Similar ADMP-MD results are obtained
using PBE method. Results from the ADMP-MD simula-
tion using MP2 method are shown in Fig. 5b which differs
from those obtained using the hybrid and GGA functional
in DFT. As shown in Fig. 5b, two molecules get desorbed
from C3Ti whereas two remain adsorbed on it at room
temperature. Out of two adsorbed molecules, one gets
dissociated and adsorbed in atomic form. Out of the two
desorbed molecules, first get desorbed at around 0.25 ps
and second at 0.45 ps. As shown in Fig. 5c, when
simulation is carried out using B97D method, it is found
that three molecules oscillate around 2 Å at room
temperature up to 4 ps and one molecule get desorbed
from C3Ti complex after 1.5 ps.

Figure 6a, b and c shows the time evolution of RH2 in
C3Ti

+(5H2) using ADMP-MD simulation with PBE,
B3LYP and B97D methods, respectively. ADMP-MD
simulations with PBE method show that four H2 molecules

are adsorbed on C3Ti
+ and oscillates around 2 Å within 1 ps

and one H2 molecule gets desorbed from C3Ti
+ as shown in

Fig. 6a. Three molecules are adsorbed and two are desorbed
on C3Ti

+ when ADMP-MD simulations are carried out
using B3LYP method as shown in Fig. 6b. Three adsorbed
molecules oscillate around 2.5 Å and the adsorption is
completely molecular. The ADMP-MD simulations with
MP2 method show that, not a single molecule is adsorbed
on C3Ti

+ and the C3Ti
+ structure collapses too. MD

simulation results using B97D reveals similar results as
that obtained using PBE method. Four H2 molecules are
adsorbed to C3Ti+ complex and one gets desorbed from it
during the simulations at 300 K. In the insect the
trajectories of the four H2 molecules oscillating around
2.4 Å is shown and the trajectory of the 3rd H2 molecule
which is desorbed from C3Ti+ complex is excluded.

The hydrogen storage capacity of Ti-decorated carbon
ring structures like C4H4, C5H5, C6H6 and also C8H8 have
been reported earlier [44, 45]. It was reported that the
complexes like C4H4Ti, C5H5Ti, C6H6Ti and C8H8Ti can
adsorb up to five, four, four and three H2 molecules

Fig. 6 Trajectories of time evolution of RH2 in C3Ti
+(5H2) complex at T=300 K calculated using ADMP-MD with the (a) PBE (b) B3LYP (c)

B97D method. (Color online)

Fig. 5 Trajectories of time evolution of RH2 in C3Ti(4H2) complex at T=300 K calculated using ADMP-MD with the (a) B3LYP (b) MP2 (c)
B97D method. (Color online)
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respectively. In these structures, first H2 molecule is
adsorbed dissociatively and remains in dihydride form till
the introduction of the third, third and second H2 molecule
on C4H4Ti, C5H5Ti and C6H6Ti respectively. On C3Ti and
C3Ti

+ the H2 adsorption is nondissociative for all n with
different methods used here except for C3Ti(1H2) using the
MP2 method. C3Ti and C3Ti

+ give the gravimetric H2

uptake capacity which meets the target specified by the
United States (US) department of energy (DOE) (6 wt % by
2010). Only C4H4Ti meets the target of DOE among the
above mentioned Ti decorated ring structures.

We suggest C3Ti as suitable material for the hydrogen
storage than C3Ti

+ since

i) Its hydrogen uptake capacity is 8.77 wt % which meets
the target specified by the DOE. This is confirmed by the
ADMP-MD simulations using DFT method. Though the
H2 uptake capacity of C3Ti

+ is higher than that of C3Ti,
adsorption Gibbs free energy shows that H2 adsorption
is energetically unfavorable on C3Ti

+.
ii) The H2 adsorption on C3Ti is energetically favorable

for wide range of temperature including room temper-
ature than that on C3Ti

+. This is true for all the levels
of theory used here.

iii) The kinetic stability of a four H2 adsorbed C3Ti
complex is confirmed by the HOMO-LUMO gap.
C3Ti(4H2) complex has large HOMO-LUMO gap at
all the levels of theories used here.

iv) Even after four H2 molecules adsorption on C3Ti, Ti
remains strongly bound to C3. This is confirmed by
the binding energy between C3 and Ti before and after
H2 adsorption.

v) There is a strong attractive interaction between C3Ti
and adsorbed H2 molecules. This is confirmed by
obtaining OM-Hi interaction energies using many-
body analysis approach.

Conclusions

Ab initio and DFT calculations revealed that structures like
C3Ti in which transition metal is tightly bound to the
system can bind four H2 molecules. The C3Ti molecule
shows the gravimetric hydrogen uptake capacity 8.77 wt %.
The hydrogen adsorption energies depend on the level of
theory used in computation. Thermo-chemistry studies
using different methods have shown that adsorption of four
H2 molecules is possible at room temperature on C3Ti.
Though C3Ti

+ adsorbs one additional H2 molecule than
C3Ti, H2 adsorption energies for the former are not
energetically favorable. ADMP-MD simulations at temper-
ature 300 K have shown that C3Ti can adsorb four and two
H2 molecules at DFT and MP2 level, respectively. C3Ti

complex is a more promising material for hydrogen storage
than C3Ti

+. It is also dominating over single Ti atom
decorated ring structures in regard with hydrogen storage.
Many-body analysis of the H2 adsorbed complex shows that
higher interaction terms are not negligible and contribute
significantly to the binding energy of a respective complex.
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